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ABSTRACT

As one of the fast-growth wood species, hybrid yellow poplar (YP-h, Liriodendron sino-americanum) 
has been extensively planted throughout China, however, little is known about its properties and applicability 
in structural and nonstructural applications such as construction and furniture. The aim of this study was to 
evaluate the properties of YP-h and examine its differences with yellow poplar (YP, Liriodendron tulipifera). 
The average vessel diameter of YP-h (55 μm) was 19 % lower than YP (68 μm), but, the density of YP-h was 
37 % higher than YP and the dimensional change in YP-h was higher than YP. Comparable tensile strength and 
flexural modulus were found in YP-h and YP, however, the flexural, shear, and impact strength of YP-h was 35 
%, 40 %, and 55 % higher than those of YP, respectively. The drilling, mortising, and turning processability of 
YP-h were superior to those of YP. Compared to the gluing and coating performance of YP, YP-h had inferior 
gluing properties and equivalent coating performance. Therefore, hybrid yellow poplar can be an ideal candi-
date for yellow poplar to be utilized in construction and furniture.
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INTRODUCTION

Wood has been ubiquitously applied in construction, furniture, tools, and fuel for thousands of years 
due to its advantages of high specific strength, renewable, sustainability, attractive appearance, and ability to  
regulate the indoor temperature and humidity (Nguyen et al. 2018, Feng et al. 2019, Chen et al. 2020a). 
With the decrease of natural wood resources and increase in wood demand in China (Dai et al. 2018), the  
fast-growth wood species has attracted attention where the potential applications and favorable performance of 
wood products were achieved when the natural wood was replaced by fast-growth wood (Chen et al. 2020b). 
As one of the fast-growth wood species, yellow poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera) originated from eastern 
North America (Wang 2005, Xu et al. 2010), has been extensively used in construction (Jennings et al. 2006,  
Zink-Sharp and Price 2006, Ulker et al. 2018), furniture (Salca and Hiziroglu 2014), biomass (Kim et al. 
2012a, Na et al. 2015, Kim and Lee 2019), bio-oil (Kim et al. 2012b), wood-based panel (Liu and Lee 
2003, Shukla and Kamdem 2009), and nanofibers (Wang et al. 2020). Generally, yellow poplar needs to be  
physically or chemically modified to meet the application requirements, due to its disadvantages of  
low-density, soft, weak, and hygroscopicity (Celen et al. 2008, Chowdhury and Frazier 2013, Salca and  
Hiziroglu 2014, Kim and Lee 2019). Although, the yellow poplar could acclimate well to the barren and  
highland environment (Kim et al. 2012a), it still cannot meet the huge wood demand due to the limited  
importing volume and small isolated inhabitation of yellow poplar in China (Xu et al. 2010, Zhong et al. 2019). 
Therefore, it is imperative to develop a wood species that can be fast grown and extensively planted in China.

Hybrid yellow poplar (Liriodendron sino-americanum) derived from the hybridization of yellow  
poplar and Chinese tulip tree (Liriodendron chinense), was first proposed by the Chinese silviculturist Ye in 
1963 (Ye 2009), and the cultivation was developed by the College of Nanjing Forest Industry in 1973 (Ye 
and Wang 2002). For decades, hybrid yellow poplar has shown a great capacity for fast growth and rapid  
production of forest products, biomass for energy, and phytoremediation in China (Li et al. 2012). It also has well  
adaptability in a cold and warm environments and has been widely planted throughout China, such as Beijing, 
Tsingtao, Xi’an, Kunming, Fujian, and Zhejiang (Shang and Wang 2012). Moreover, hybrid yellow poplar has 
shown preferable fiber property in pulping and machinability in furniture manufacturing (Xu 2004, Huang 
2006, Jin et al. 2006). 

Hybrid yellow poplar has been an ideal candidate of yellow poplar and other fast-growth wood  
species for producing wood-based products (Dai et al. 2004). However, its comprehensive properties including 
physical and mechanical properties, machinability, gluing and coating performance, have not been reported 
before. Therefore, in this study, the properties of hybrid yellow poplar were systematically investigated, and 
a comparison study was taken between hybrid yellow poplar and yellow poplar to examine their differences. 
Accordingly, the potential applications of hybrid yellow poplar in the construction, furniture, and wood-based 
products were discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Hybrid yellow poplar (YP-h, Liriodendron sino-americanum) with an average age of 10 years and  
diameter at breast height of 15 cm, was purchased from Hubei Tiande Forestry Development Co., Ltd.  
(Jingmen, China). Yellow poplar panel (YP, Liriodendron tulipifera) with a dimension of 2500 mm × 100 mm 
× 60 mm was supplied by Yihua Life Co., Ltd. (Shantou, China). Its average age and diameter at breast height 
are 10 years and 12 cm, respectively.

Optical microscopy

Wood sample with a dimension of 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm was softened in water for 24 h and sliced 
by a slicer (REM710, YAMATO, Tokyo, Japan), and the thickness of the sliced sample was 20 μm. The 
sliced sample was colored with 1 % aqueous safranin (Sigma-Aldrich, Shanghai, China) for 5 min at room  
temperature, and the anatomical structure from the cross and tangential section was observed and recorded by 
the light microscope (BX51, OLYMPUS, Tokyo, Japan). 

The wood stick was soaked in water and heated at 70 °C until it sank at bottom of the tube. Then, the wood 
fiber was chemically and mechanically extracted from the wood by the method as reported in the previous 
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study (Burgert et al. 2005). Briefly, the wet stick was soaked into the solution of acetic acid and hydrogen 
peroxide (30 %) at a volumetric ratio of 1:1 and heated at 70 ℃ for 4 h. The stick was washed by distilled 
water three times and mechanically shacked to obtain the wood fiber. The fiber was colored and observed by 
the method mentioned above to investigate the morphology of wood fiber from YP-h and YP, respectively. 

Measurement of physical and mechanical properties

The physical (density, water absorption, swelling, and shrinkage) and mechanical (flexural, tensile, shear, 
compressive, hardness, and impact) properties of YP-h and YP were measured according to the standards listed 
in Table 1.

Both specific (absolute-dried) and air-dried density of wood were measured. Water absorption was  
measured at 20 ℃±2 ℃ for 0,25; 1, 2, 4, 8, 13, 20, 28, and 52 days, respectively, and the corresponding wood 
weight was recorded. Wood dimensions at absolute-dried, air-dried, and water saturated states were measured 
to calculate the tangential, radial and volumetric swelling (shrinkage) of wood. The compressive strength 
was measured from three directions (along the grain, tangential, and radial) at speed of 3 mm/min and the  
measurement was ended when the 25 % of sample thickness was compressed. The hardness was measured at 
cross section, tangential and radial of the sample, respectively, the steel ball with a diameter of 5,64 mm was 
used and the pressed depth was 5,64 mm.

Table 1: Sample dimension, number, and referred standard for physical and mechanical measurement. 

 

1GB/T 1933 (2009), 2GB/T 1934.1 (2009), 3GB/T 1934.2 (2009), 4GB/T 1932 (2009), 5GB/T 1936.1 (2009), GB/T 1936.2 (2009),  
6GB/T 1935 (2009), 7GB/T 1939 (2009), 8GB/T 1941 (2009), 9GB/T 1940 (2009), 10GB/T 1937 (2009), 11GB/T 1938 (2009). 

Evaluation of machinability of wood

The machinability of YP-h and YP wood was evaluated by measurements of planning, sanding, milling, 
drilling, mortising, and turning, respectively, according to the Chinese standard of LY/T 2054 (2012), in which 
the evaluation was taken by five grades (G-1, excellent; G-2, favorable; G-3, moderate; G-4, poor; G-5, worse). 
The dimension of the measured sample was 50 mm × 50 mm × 70 mm and thirty replicates were tested in every 
measurement. The specific process of those measurements was given below.

The wood sample was planned by a planner (SM263H, JANGJA, Shanghai, China) at spindle speed of 680 
rad/s. Two levels of planning depth and three levels of feeding speed were used and listed in Table 2. 

The sanding of wood was taken by a sander (1300, Chia Lung, Taiwan, China) with sandpaper of 80 
mesh and 120 mesh, respectively. The feeding speed was 6,0 m/min and the sanding thickness was 0,6 mm. 
The roughness of the sanded sample was measured by a surface roughness tester (TR200, JINCHE, Zhejiang,  
China) with a sampling length of 0,8 mm and probe diameter of 5 μm. The testing length was 4 mm.
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Table 2: The planning condition of wood.

The wood sample was milled by a milling machine (MX5317, NEW MAS, Guangdong, China) at spindle 
speed of 6000 r/min. The milling was achieved within one-step molding along the wood grain and only one 
side of wood was milled.

The drilling was processed by a drill machine (MZ94112, NEWMAS, Guangdong, China) at spindle speed 
of 2800 r/min. Two through-holes with diameter of 25 mm were drilled in every sample.

The wood mortise was produced by a slotter (YOM-120, YOW CHERNG, Taiwan, China) at spindle 
speed of 9500 r/min. Two elliptical mortises along the wood grain were made in every sample. 

The turning of wood was taken by a numerical control woodworking machine (HYMC150, HUAYE, 
Shandong, China) at spindle speed of 3200 r/min with a turning thickness of 8 mm.

Measurement of gluing performance

Wood panels with smooth and clean surfaces were coated with the adhesive and compressed at pressure 
of 0,8 MPa for 24 h. Samples used for gluing shear strength test, were prepared and measured according to 
the standard of GB/T 50329-2012, in which the sample was broken within 1 min at a loading speed of 2 mm/
min and the maximum load was recorded. The wood failure area was calculated by the method provided in the 
standard of LY/T 2720 (2016). 

Measurement of coating performance

Wood sample with a dimension of 100 mm × 100 mm × 10 mm was coated with nitrocellulose varnish 
and dried at room temperature for 24 h. The coating performance including resistance to cold liquid, resistance 
to wet heat, resistance to dry heat, adhesion, wearability, resistance to impact, and glossiness, were measured 
according to the standard of GB/T 4893,1 (2013), GB/T 4893,2 (2013), GB/T 4893,3 (2013), GB/T 4893,4 
(2013), GB/T4893,8 (2013), GB/T 4893,9 (2013), and GB/T 4893,6 (2013), respectively. Ten replicates were 
used in every condition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Micro-structure and fiber morphology

The micro-structure and fiber morphology of YP-h and YP were shown in Figure 1. Both YP-h and YP 
have similar micro-structure, few fillers were found in the vessel and the thickness of the vessel was thinner 
than the wood cell wall (Figure 1a and Figure 1b). However, the density of vessel in the cross section of YP-h 
was lower than that of YP, and the average vessel diameter of YP-h was 55 μm which is 19 % smaller than that 
of YP (68 μm), and the cell wall of the wood fiber of YP-h was thicker than that of YP as shown in Figure 1a 
and Figure 1b. This is in accordance with the anatomy structure of yellow poplar in previous study (Hiraiwa et 
al. 2014). From the view of tangential section, the nonstoried wood ray was found in both YP-h and YP (Figure 
1c and Figure 1d). Few uniseriate ray was observed and the width of wood ray was equal to the width of 2-4 
wood cell in both wood. However, the maximum length of the wood ray of YP-h (25 wood cell) was lower 
than that of YP (30 wood cell). The fiber width of YP-h was similar to YP (30 μm), however, its length (1258 
μm) was 28 % shorter than that of YP (1750 μm) as shown in Figure 1e and f, and the wall thickness of fiber in 
YP-h (6,33 μm) was 7 % lower than that of YP (6,81 μm). Therefore, the Runkel ratio (2 × cell wall thickness/
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lumen width) was 0,74 and 0,91 for YP-h and YP, respectively, which demonstrates that the fiber from YP-h 
was more suitable for pulping than YP due to the low Runkel ratio will induce high fiber flexibility, therefore, 
strong tensile and anti-wrinkle strength of the paper will be obtained (Gulsoy et al. 2017).

Figure 1: Anatomical structure cross section, (a) and (b); tangential section, (c) and (d) and fiber morphology 
(e) and f) of YP-h (a), (c), and (e) and YP (b), (d), and (f).

Physical properties of wood

The physical properties including density, water absorption, swelling, and shrinkage were shown in Figure 
2 and Table 3. Both specific and air-dried density of YP-h was 37 % higher than those of YP (Figure 2a), this 
can be verified by the micro-structure as shown in Figure 1a-d, in which the thickness of cell wall and the 
vessel density of YP-h was thicker and lower than those of YP, respectively. The water absorption of YP-h was 
faster than YP during the first 20 days due to a larger number of hydrophilic substances (e.g. cellulose) revealed 
by high density was contained in YP-h than YP (Fu et al. 2018). However, the water absorption of YP was 
compensated by high vessel density and diameter, therefore, its maximum water absorption (157 %) after 52 
days was higher than YP-h (145 %, Figure 2b). Generally, the range of wood swelling/shrinkage is volumetric 
> tangential > radial (Deklerck et al. 2019), the same phenomenon was also observed in this study as shown 
in Figure 2c and Figure 2d. The dimensional change (swelling and shrinkage) in YP-h was higher than that of 
YP independent of the wood directions (volumetric, tangential, and radial) and states (absolute-dried, air-dried, 
and water saturated), which demonstrates that the dimensional stability of YP-h is less than YP.
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Figure 2: Density (a), water absorption (b), swelling (c), and shrinkage (d) of YP-h and YP (Tan-tangential, 
Rad-radial, Vol-volumetric, DA was the state transferring from absolute-dried to air-dried, DW was the state 
transferring from absolute-dried to water saturation, WA was the state transferring from water saturated to 

air-dried, WD was the opposite state of DW).

Table 3: The density, water absorption, swelling, and shrinkage of YP-h and YP.

 
 

 

 
Tan-, Rad-, Vol- is the tangential, radial, and volumetric direction of wood; DA is the state transferring from absolute-dried to air-dried; 
DW is the state transferring from absolute-dried to water saturation; WA is the state transferring from water saturated to air-dried; WD is 
the opposite state of DW; d is the water absorption days; AVG is the average value; SD is the standard deviation; COV is the coefficients 

of variation.
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Mechanical properties of wood

Both YP-h and YP showed different mechanical behaviors in Table 4 and Figure 3. Similar tensile strength 
and flexural modulus were obtained in YP-h and YP, however, the flexural, shear, and impact strength of YP-h 
was 35 %, 40 %, and 55 % higher than those of YP, respectively. Moreover, the hardness of YP-h from the 
direction of cross section, tangential, and radial had a 17 %, 14 %, and 12 % increase compared to those of YP, 
respectively (Figure 3d, left). These improvements are mainly attributed to the high density of YP-h as shown in 
Figure 2a (Missanjo and Matsumura 2016). For the compressive strength (Figure 3c), the value of YP-h was 15 
% lower than YP when the measurement was taken along the wood grain, which was probably attributed to the 
small Runkel ratio of YP-h fiber resulting in high flexibility between fibers and low compressive performance 
in wood (Ajuziogu et al. 2019). However, the opposite performance was observed at the direction of vertical 
wood grain (both in tangential and radial), in which 70 % and 75 % increase was found in YP-h at tangential 
and radial direction based on those values of YP, respectively. In short, besides the compressive strength along 
the wood grain, YP-h performs superior mechanical properties compared to YP. Therefore, YP-h could be an 
ideal candidate for YP to be applied in material engineering, especially for furniture manufacturing.

Table 4: The flexural strength and modulus, tensile strength, shear strength, compressive strength, hardness, 
and impact strength of YP-h and YP.

 
 

AVG is the average value; SD is the standard deviation; COV is the coefficients of variation

Figure 3: Flexural strength and modulus (a), tensile and shear strength (b), compressive strength (c),  
hardness and impact strength (d) of YP-h and YP.
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Machinability of wood

Although, YP-h has comparable physical and superior mechanical properties to YP, its processability 
during production still needs to be evaluated. Herein, the machinability including planning, sanding, milling, 
drilling, mortising, and turning of wood was measured and classified as shown in Figure 4. The planning of 
wood was taken under six conditions at specific planning depth and speed according to Table 2. Generally, 
the planning grade decreased with increasing planning depth and speed (Figure 4a). At the same planning  
condition, the grade of YP-h was lower than YP, in which the percentage of grade 1 (G-1) in YP-h was  
decreasing and other grades were increasing compared to that of YP, especially, the percentage of G-4 in 
YP-h significantly increased when planning was taken under condition 5 (1,6 mm, 9,5 m/min) and 6 (1,6 mm, 
15 m/min). The quality score of planned wood was calculated by weighted integral of the percentage in all 
five grades. It showed that YP-h had a lower quality score than YP and the score gradually decreased with  
increasing planning conditions (planning depth and speed). Therefore, the best a planning condition was  
chosen at planning depth of 0,8 mm and feed speed of 8 m/min, by which a superior value of 73 % and 92 % 
in G-1 was obtained for YP-h and YP, respectively. The final quality score of 4,53 for YP-h and 4,82 for YP, 
was achieved, which can be evaluated as “excellent” according to the standard of LY/T 2054-2012 (methods 
for evaluating the machining properties of lumber). 

For sanding, higher sanding mesh would induce higher surface quality and lower roughness of wood 
(Figure 4b). Both YP-h and YP showed comparable performance, in which the percentage of G-1 was 84 % 
for YP-h and 90 % for YP and the roughness was 2,5 μm for YP-h and 2,7 μm for YP when sanding with 
120 mesh. The evaluation of “excellent” can be given to both wood based on that performance in Figure 4b  
according to the standard of LY/T 2054-2012.

The milling of both wood performed similar behavior with sanding, in which the quality of both milled 
wood was above G-3 and the percentage of G-1 was 87 % for YP-h and 90 % for YP (Figure 4c, left).  
Therefore, both YP-h and YP have well processability for milling. The percentage of G-2 and G-3 increased 
in drilling compared to those in milling (Figure 4c). As shown in Figure 4c (right), the smooth and clean  
morphology of drilled hole was gradually become coarse and burred from bottom to top, which is  
corresponding to the grade from 1 to 5. The percentage of G-1 was 77 % and 68 % for YP-h and YP,  
respectively, demonstrating YP-h has better drilling processability than YP. 

 
Figure 4: The properties of planning ((a), YP-h-1~6 means the corresponding planning conditions), sanding 
((b), 120 and 80 are the sandpaper mesh), milling and drilling ((c), M means milling and D means drilling), 
mortising and turning ((d), m means mortising and T means turning) of YP-h and YP (G-1~5 are five grades 

used in the evaluation).
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The mortise was also gradually getting coarse and burred from smooth and clean morphology when the 
grade increased from 1 to 5 in both YP-h and YP (Figure 4d, left). The qualified mortise (total percentage in 
G-1, G-2, and G-3) in both wood was above 95 % indicating the mortising of both wood can be evaluated as 
“excellent” according to the standard of LY/T 2054-2012. However, the percentage of G-1 was 67 % and 55 
% for YP-h and YP, respectively, this confirms that the mortising processability of YP-h is better than YP. The 
performance of turning was similar to mortising, in which both wood had a high qualified ratio (97 % for YP-h 
and 96 % for YP). And the percentage of G-1 was 67 % for YP-h and 50 % for YP indicating high turning 
processability of YP-h compared to YP. In conclusion, YP-h has comparable machinability with YP, especially, 
the drilling, mortising, and turning processability of YP-h were superior to those of YP. 

Gluing performance of wood

The gluing performance of wood was evaluated by glued shear strength and wood failure area as shown in 
Figure 5. The average glued shear strength and wood failure area of YP-h (9,22 MPa and 84 %) was 10 % and 
15 % lower than those of YP (10,22 MPa and 99 %). This probably could be attributed to the micro-structure of 
wood as shown in Figure 1, in which YP-h has a lower fiber slenderness ratio than YP resulting in low adhesion 
strength between fibers (Flores et al. 2016, Xiao et al. 2017). Although, the gluing performance of YP-h was 
inferior to that of YP, however, the glued shear strength and wood failure area of YP-h were higher than the 
minimum value of 7,8 MPa and 61 % given by the standard of GB/T 50329-2012 (standard for test methods 
of timber structures) and GB/T 26899-2011 (structural glued laminated timber), respectively. Therefore, both 
the YP-h and YP can be laminated and applied in the situation with or without load bearing, such as wooden 
beam and furniture.

 

Figure 5: The glued shear strength (left) and wood failure area (right) of YP-h and YP.

Coating performance of wood

Both YP-h and YP demonstrated the same coating performance as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.  
Specifically, the appearance of coated YP-h and YP were barely changed when the cold liquid, wet heat, and 
dry heat was brought to the wood, respectively, indicating the resistance to cold liquid (Rcl), wet heat (Rwh), 
and dry heat (Rdh) of both wood were achieved the first rating (no change, Figure 6a) and the coated YP-h can 
be applied in the conditions with high temperature or acid-base stains (Slabejova et al. 2018). There was little 
coating flaking (<5 %) on the coated YP-h and YP after adhesion measurement (Figure 6b), and this would 
classify the coating adhesion of YP-h and YP into the second classification. Therefore, the coated YP-h can 
be used to produce furniture and will perform good coating adhesion during the end-use. As shown in Figure 
6c, the wearability of coated YP-h and YP were achieved the first classification, in which no change of the  
coating was found after 400 r wearing. The coating performance in resistance to the impact of YP-h and YP 
were below the average (Figure 6d), and there was moderate and significant damage when the impact was 
carried at height of 10 mm and >25 mm, respectively. This is mainly attributed to the low density of YP-h and 
YP, which cannot stand a comparative impact strength and result in serious damage on the coating (Chivavibul 
et al. 2008, Lykidis et al. 2016). The YP-h had a comparable glossiness with YP both before and after coating 
(Table 5 and Figure 7). The glossiness was significantly improved by coating compared to the uncoated wood. 
Generally, the glossiness along the grain was higher than that across the grain (Bekhta et al. 2018), however, 
this discrepancy was getting less obvious after coating. For example, the glossiness of uncoated YP-h along 
the grain was 39 % higher than that across the grain, and the difference decreased to 26 % after coating. This 
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indicates that the anisotropy of glossiness in both YP-h and YP was mitigated by coating as shown by the ratio 
between the glossiness of along and across the grain (abbreviated as A‖/A    ) in Figure 7 (right). 

 
 

Figure 6: The coating performance of YP-h and YP, (a) resistance to cold liquid (Rcl), wet heat (Rwh), and dry 
heat (Rdh), (b) adhesion, (c) wearability, (d) resistance to impact.

Table 5: The glossiness of YP-h and YP along (A‖) and across (A ) the wood grain (A‖/A was the glossiness 
ratio between A‖ and A ).
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Figure 7: The glossiness of YP-h and YP along (A‖) and across (A ) the wood grain (A‖/A  was the  
glossiness ratio between A‖ and A ). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The structural, physical, mechanical properties, machinability, gluing and coating performance of YP-h 
were systematically evaluated in this study. And the comparison taken between YP-h and YP demonstrated that 
YP-h had comparable properties with those of YP. Therefore, YP-h can be feasibly processed by traditional 
methods and used in structural and nonstructural applications as an ideal candidate of YP to mitigate the wood 
demand in China. Especially, due to the superior mechanical properties and coating performance, the YP-h 
can be extensively utilized in furniture manufacturing where the wood demand is continuously increasing in 
recent years. 
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